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研究論文

Humans' Temporal and Probabilistic Discounting 
Derived from Choice Proportions in a Choice Situation 

SAEKI Daisuke and Masato ITO 

Fcw sludies have examined humans' temporal and p1'obabilistic discounting in choice 

siluations where pOl，tiripnnts experience delays and p1'ohabilities by choosing 

altematives 1'epeatedly. The pl'esent study measured lempo1'al and p1'obabilistic 

discounting fo1' six adult humans using concurrent-chains schedules: Variable-interval 

schedulcs were arranged in the initial links， delays and prohabilities of rcinforcemcnt 

were ¥'aried in the terminal links. and con5ummatory responscs were requi1'ed to receI¥'e 

points as reinforccrs latcr exchangeable for money. Each pa1'ticipant was exposed lo 

four diffel'clll pairs of c1elays (frorn 2 s ¥'5. 2 s to 2 S V5. 40 s) and probabilities (from 1.0 

vs. 1.0 to 1.0 ¥.s. .65). As a rcsult. temporal and probabili5tic discounting were well 

descl'Ibed by the matching law incorporating an exponcntial function as wcll as a 

hypurholic function. F'uI'Lher. there was a positive correlation between tempoml and 

probahilistic discounting rates. These findings suggcst that the tempornl and 

probabilistic discounting arc thc same pl'ocess. 

!(ey wo，.ds: choice. tempo1'al and Pl'obabilistic discoull ting. concu1'l'ent・chains

schedule. sCl'cen touch. humans. 

Discounting of futul'c I'c¥val'ds 01' uncel'tain 1'ewards in humans have been studied with 

hypothetical l'ewards prescnted on ca1'ds 01' in questionnail'es. 01' in a situation in which 

only one 01' the chosen rewards were realized (e.g.. Benzion. Hapopol't. & Yagil， 1989; 

Green. Fry. & l¥vlyerson. HJ94; Green. I¥:IcFadden. & ::¥'lyerson. 1997: sec Grecn & I¥:lyerson. 

2004 for a review; Kirby. 1997: Kirby & :¥七u・akovie.1995. 1996: Lane. Cherck. Pietras. & 

Tcheremissine. 2003; Rachlin. Raineri. & Cross， 1991; Richards. Zhang， Mitchell. & de 

Wit. 199m. For example. Raehlin et al. (1991) presented human participants with a series 

of choice tl'ials between two hypothetical re¥vards each of which was rcpl'esented by a 

card. Onc of the rewul'ds was a clelayecl 01' probabilistic $1.000. and the other was a 

certain l'(]wa rd of val'Ia ble amoun t a vailable immecliatoly. For various clelays 01' 

probabilities. each partic、ipantwas required to indicate his 01' her prefm・enceby pointing 

1.0 one 01' the cards. Frol11 these choices. the values of the cel'tain-immediate re¥，"ard 
subjectively equivalent to the delayed $1.000 01' the probabilistic $1.000 (i.e.. indifferencc 
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points) were obtained. From these indifference points. Rachlin et al. found that subjective 

values of the delayed reward were beLter described by a hyperbolic function (fvlazur， 1987) 

rather than by an exponential function. The hyperbolic function is given by the following 

equation: 

A 
v=一一一一一.

l+kD 
(1) 

where v is the discounted value of a delayed reward of amount A， D is the delay to its 

receipt. and k is an empirical constant proportional to degree of temporal discounting. 

The exponential function is given by the following equation: 

ν=Ae寸 D (2) 

Further. Rachlin et al. (1991) tested the applicability of a hyperbolic and exponential 

function to the discounting of probabilistic rewards. Again. they found that the 

discounting of probabilistic rewards was better described by a hyperbolic function than 

by an exponential function. The hyperbolic function for the probabilistic discounting is 

given by the following form: 

A 
v=一一一一一

1+h0 
(3) 

where8represents the odds against receipt of a probabilistic re¥"lal'd. and h is an empirical 

constant proportional to degree of probabilistic discounting. 1t is defined that 8 :::: (1/p) -

1， where p is the probability of receipt of a reward. Thus. odds against is represented by 

the average number of losses expected before a win in repeated gambles. As in the case of 

temporal discounting， the exponential function for the probabilistic discounting is given 

by the following equation: 

ι -118 
V=Ae (4) 

Studies on human discounting have consistently found that both temporal and 

probabilistic discounting are better described by a hyperbolic function rather than by an 

exponential function (e.g・.Green et al.. 1997: Kirby， 1997; Kirby & l¥1arakovie. 1995; 

Myerson & Green. 1995: Rachlin et al.， 1991: Richards et al.， 1999). In these studies. one 
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of two types of procedures has been typically used for measuring indiffel'ence points: In 

one pl'ocedure. hypothetical rewal'ds al'e presented on cal'ds (Rachlin et a1.. 1991). in 

questionnaires (Benzion et al.. 1989). 01' on a computer monitor (Green. Ostaszewski. & 

1¥:lyerson. 1999). whereas. in the othel' procedure. one l'eward that is randomly selected in 

a sel'ies of choices in an cxperiment (Richards et a1.. 1999)， answe1's in questionnaires 

(Kil'by &ル'1arako¥'ie，1996)， 01' bids reported in an allction experiment (Kirby. 1997; Kil'by 

&Malョkovie，1 H95) is realizcd. 

80me sludies on human temporal and probabilistic discollnting ha¥'e reported that the1'e 

is a positive correlation between the temporal and pl・obabilisticdiscounting rate (Mitchell. 

19H9; Reynolds. Karraker， Horn， & Richa1'ds. 2003; Richards et a1.. 1999). This means that 

the temporal and probabilistic discounting are the same process (Rachlin et a1.， 1991). 

However. it has also been reported that the re¥vard amount influences the temporal and 

probabilistic discounting' rate in an opposite direction (Green et a1.， 1999): For the 

temporal discounting， the larger the l'eward amount， the lower the discounting rate. on 

the othe1' hand. for the probabilistic discounting， the 1m・gerthe reward amount. the 

higher the discounting rate (Green et a1.' 1999). This fact means that the temporal and 

probabilistic discounting are diffe問 ntprocesses. lt is important to notice. however， that 

the positi¥'e correlation b凶weentemporal and probabilistic discounting rates and the 

reward amount effects as stated above have been repol'ted in studies in ¥¥'hich participants 

chose hypothetical rewanls 01' hypothetical rewunls with one real reward. In these 

studies. pal'ticipants wel'e presented with the delay. probability， and amount of reward as 

¥'erbal stimuli; they did not learn these parametel's through their choice experience. 

There have been a few sludies on discounting using a choice procedure in which human 

pm.ticipants experience delay. probability， and amount of the reward by choosing one of 

altel'natives repeatedly in an experimental session. As far as we knO¥v， two studies (Lane. 

et a1.， 2003; Rodl'iguez & Logue， 1988) used the repoated-choice procedures for measuring 

temporal discounting in adult human participants. 

ln tho contingent condition in Lane et a1. (2003). participants were given a choice 

between a fixecl larger amount 01' money ($0.15) available after a delay vary・ingacross six 

conditions (ranging from 5 s to 90 s) and a variable amount of money that val‘ied across 

trials (ranging from $0.01 to SO.15) available after a fixed 3-s delay. For each of the delay 

conditions， the variable amounts of money were presented in either descending or 

ascending order to obtain indiffel'ence points. Participants received total amount of 

money earned during sessions at the end of each day. Lane et a1. (2003) reported that the 
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hyperbolic function was a valid mathematical model for human temporal discounting. 

However. they did not apply the exponential function to the indifference points. 

Furthermore. participants did not necessarily learn delay and amount of the reward 

through their experience of choice trials because these parameter values were presented 

verbally on the SCl'een of the monitor. 

Rod1'iguez & Logue (1988). using an adjusting-delay procedure， measured delays to the 

larger reinforcer (adjusting alternative) indifferent with the smaller reinforcer (standard 

alternative) fOl・adulthuman participants in Expel'iments 2 and 3. To obtain the 

indifference points. the delay value in the adjusting alternative was varied across blocks 

of trials according to participants' choice: it was increased (decreased) in 1 s when the 

adjusting (standard) altel'native was chosen in two free-choice trials continuously. 

Reinforcer amount was defined by the length of the reinforcer access period during which 

participants could earn points exchangeable fol' money by consummatory responses. The 

delay value for the standard alternative was varied across five conditions ranging from 2 

s to 10 s. To make the delay function as benefit loss. Rodriguez and Logue reduced the 

points accumulated on the counter in a fixed rate dUl'ing the delay period. As a result， 

the indiffel'ence points were found to be better described by the hyperbolic function than 

by the exponential function. 

Rodriguez & Logue's (1988) procedure ensures that participants learn the delay and 

amount of the reinforcers through their experience of repeated choice: however. there 

might be some problems in the procedure. Fil'st. to maximize points， some participants 

continued to choose the standard alternative until the adjusting-delay was decreased at 

minimum. and they chose the two alternatives alternately. じseof this strategy causes 

poor fitness of discounting functions. Second， it is not sure that the reduction of points 

during the delay period was adequate fo1' examining temporal discounting. Because the 

reduction rate of points had influence on the indifference points (Rodriguez & Logue， 

1988)， it is difficult to compare the results among studies in which the reduction rate of 

reinforcers are not specified. 

Different from the previous studies stated above， the present study examined human 

temporal and probabilistic discounting by using concurrent-chains schedule as a method 

for measuring discounting and by using choice proportions as a dependent variable. As 

this choice procedure has been successfully used to investigate humans' impulsiveness 01' 

self-control (e.g・， Ito & I¥akamura， 1998: Logue， Peua・Correal，Rodriguez， & Kabela， 

1986)， this procedure may also be used to examine temporal and probabilistic discounting 
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(Davison. 1988)， In the present study. relative values of a reinforcer are assumed to be 

represented by the following choice proportions (cf. Baum & Rachlin. 1969): 

!!E___J主」
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where B.II and B1. are the number of responses to the more and less delayed reinforcers. and 

VII and V1 are the discounted values of the more and less delayed reinforcers defined by 

Equalion (1) 01' (2)， respectively， BI! and Bι. are the number of responses to the uncertain 

and cortain reinforcet's， and Vu and V(' are the discounted values of uncertain and certain 

reinforcers defined by Equation (3) 01' (4)， respectively， 

In the present study， reinforcel・amounts¥'lere one (A = 1) for both of the alternati¥'es in 

the delay and probability conditions. delay to the less delayed reinforcer was 2 s. and 

probability of reinforcement for the cet'tain reinforcer was 1.0， Accordingly. Equation (5) 

incot'porating the hyperbolic and exponential function can be reduced to the Equations (7) 

and (8). respectively (see Appendix A): 
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And Equation (6) incorporating the hyperbolic and exponential function can be reduced to 

the Equations (9) and (1O). respectively (see Appendix 8): 

BU 

Bu + Bc 2+h8u 

B.. e-hH/. 
じ ι

Bu + Bc e-I耐
+1

(9) 

(l0) 

Figure 1 shows theoretical curves derived from Equations (7)， (8)， (9). and (10)， As can 

be seen， relative values of a reinforcel' decrease differently between the hyperbolic and 

exponential functions with increases in delay (the left panel) and in odds against (the 
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Figure 1. Theoretical curves based on the matching law incorporating the 
hyperbolic and exponential discounting functions with different parameter 
values. The right panel shows the probabilistic discounting functions and the 
left panel shows the temporal discounting functions. k" and ιare temporal 
discounting rate parameters based on Equation (7) and (8)， and hh and h，. are 
probabilistic discounting rate parameters based on Equation (9) and (10)， 
respectively. 

right panel). 1n general， the exponential functions are steeper than the hyperbolic 

functions with the same discounting rate for both of the temporal and probabilistic 

discounting. 

For the temporal discounting， it has been reported that the matching law incorporating 

a variation of the hyperbolic function can describe pigeons' choice between reinforcers 

with different delays undet， the concurrent-chains schedules (Davison， 1988; Grace， 1999); 

however， for the human participants， applicability of the matching law incorporating the 

hyperbolic function and that incorporating the exponential function has not been 

examined yet. 

The present study， using a concurrent-chains schedule and points as reinforcers later 

exchangeable for money， examined humans' temporal and probabilistic discounting in 

terms of the choice proportions， commonly used as a dependent variable in studies of 

choice， to evaluate whether the results are similar to those obtained when hypothetical 

l'ewa1'ds 01' hypothetical 1'ewards ¥vith one 1'eal rewa1'd we1'e used: The tempo1'al and 

probabilistic discounting are better described by the matching law inco1'porating the 

hyperbolic function than that incorpo1'ating the exponential function. 1n addition. the 

present study examined whether there is a positive correlation between tempo1'al and 

probabilistic discounting rates (k and h) within participants as reported in previous 

studies on human discounting (恥Htchell.1999; Reynolds， et a1.. 2003; Richa1'ds et a1.， 1999) 

by using the choice situation where participants experience delay， probability， and 
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amount of reinforcer repeatedly. This examination may reveal that the temporal and 

probabilistic discounting are fundamentally the same process if there is a positive 

correlation between k and h (cf. Hachlin. Logue. Gibbon. & Frankel. 1986). 

METHOD 

Pαrticipαnts 

The participants we1'e six acIult undel‘graduate students (th1'ee males and three females) 

between 18 and 22 years of age. They were recruited for participation from an 

introducto1'Y psychology class. None of lhe participanls was a psychology major. 

Appα1・αtus

The experiment was conducted in a small room (3.6 m by 2.8 m). A 14-inch color CRT 

monitor with a touch panel (MicroTouch Systems Inc.) was placed on the desk， and was 

sepa1'ated by a large panel from a pel'sonal computer (NEC PC-9801 U2) and the 

experimenter. The touch panel consisted of a capacitance screen. The minimum 

detectable response duration was 15 ms and the maximum numbel' of responses that could 

be detectecl per second was 44. A touch to the circles presented on the screen of the 

monitor was clefined as a response. A personal computer， p1'og1'ammed to present stimuli 

(i.e.. colorecl circles and counters) on the screen of the monitor. controlled the experiment 

and recorded events. 

The screen of the monitor contained three colored circles and counters. Two colored 

circles as alternatives. 5.0 cm in diameter. were located horizontally in the center of the 

screen and 11 cm apart (fl'om center to center). A small colored circle for the 

consummatory responses， 3.0 cm in cliameter. was located 7.0 cm below the center and 13.5 

cm from the sides. A counter was located below each of the large circles and above the 

small circle. A touch to the circles produced a brief beeI】asresponse feedback. 

Procedure 

Pal'ticipants were seated in front of the monitor and required to leave all metal objects 

outside the testing room (i.e.. watches and jewelry) to minimize interference with the 

touch panel during the session. They we1'e then given the following minimal instructions 

(in Japanese) as to what they were to do: 

Please read repeatedly until you unde1'stand. 00 not ask fo1' additional instructions， 

Y ou may play a game. Y OUl' task is to earn as many points as you can. Points will be 

accumulated on the counlel' and you will receive the amounts of money corl'csponding to 
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the total amount of points accumulated on the counter at the end of the session. You 

may touch anything on the sCl'een to earn points. but you have to touch with a forefinger. 

A brief beep sound wiU be provided if a response is effective. The session will begin ¥vhen 

three white circles come on. 

A concurrent-chains schedule was employed with two different types of initial-link 

schedules (i，e.. choice phase): The dependent scheduling procedure was used for forced-

choice trials. whel'eas the independent scheduling procedure was used for free-choice trials 

(Ito. Kakamura. & Kuwata. 1997). For the delay and probability conditions. each session 

consisted of 20 forced-choice trials followed by 20 free-choice trials. In the baseline 

condition (explained below)， forced-choice trials were omitted. 

Figure 2 sho¥¥'s a schematic diagram of the concurrent-chains schedule used for the 

free-choice trials in the delay condition. Ouring the choice phase. the two larger circles 

and the one smaller circle with a counter were presented on the screen of the monitor. 

Each circle was colored with white (the backgrouncl color of the screen was black). Entry 

into either of the terminal links was al'l'anged by two independent variable-interval (VI) 

30-s VI 30-s schedules fol' the free-choice trials ancl I 

by a single VI 15-s scheclule for the forced-choice 

tl'ials. Each interval of the VI schedule was derived 

from the clistribution reported in Fleshlel' & 

Hoffman (1962). ¥Vhen each intel'Val in one of the 

VI schedules timed out. the timer stoppecl and 

reinforcement was assignecl to the appl'opl'iate side. 

A touch response to the large circle to which the 

reinforcement was assigned made entl'Y into the 

terminal links (i.e.， delay periocl). The color of this 

lal'ge circle was changed from white to either blue 

01' yellow， and the other large circle was darkened. 

A3・5changeover delay (COO) was used. In this 

COO procedure. 3 s had to elapse aftel' a changeover 

response from the 1・ightto the left alternative 01' 

vice versa before a subsequent response made it 

possi ble to en ter in to the delay period (cf. de 

Villiers. 1977). The next response to the 

appropriate circle initiated the delay period defined 
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by a fixed-time (FT) schedule. For the forced-choice trials. although both alternatives 

were presented. the available tel'minallink was assigned quasirandomly to the right 01' to 

the left alternative with equal probability (i.e・， ten l'ight and ten left alternatives). 

Responses in tho fo1'cod trials we1'e never used in data analysis. 

Aftel' the delay. the reinforcer access period (3 s in dUl‘ation) was in effect. dUl'ing which 

the small circle was colored red. the large circle was darkened， and eithel' the left or the 

right side counte1' was p1'esented on the screen for the delay condition (see Figure 2). Each 

response to the red circle accumulated 1 point (i.e.， 1 point was wo1'th 1 yen) on the 

respective side counter. Therefore. total reinforcer amount (points) per each trial 

depended on the number of consummatory responses emitted during the 3-s reinforcer 

access period (Ito & Nakamura， 1998). The center counter accumulated total points 

earned. The side countel' was always reset at the start of the next trial. For the delay 

condition， to equate ove1'all rates of reinforcement between alternatives， a timeout period 

followed the reinforcer access period when ent1'Y to the terminallink ¥vas made from the 

alternative with the sho1'te1' delny (i.e・， 2 s). As is shown below， the longer delay was 

varied from 10 s to 40 s across the dclay conditions， therefore. duration of the timeout 

periods varied from 8 s to 32 S UCI・ossthe conditions. During timeout pel'iods， the screen 

0，
¥1… 

O(・irclc("r山Iltounuu川叫・ 11".仰山

=コ 4・nuntcr

、¥'.¥'.11，11， alld (l即I)n!・.，mlwhilc， yυlIuw， bhll!， 

n・d，川1<1日n町日間1m'.，n吋'凶liwb

was darkened except fo1' the cente1' counter， and a 

touch to the screen prod uced no scheduled 

consequences and no feedback beep. 

Figure 3 shows a schematic diagram of the 

concurrent-chains schedule used in the probability 

condition. Arrangemcnts 01' I'einfol'cement 

schedules for the initiallink were the same as in the 

delay condition. FT values in the terminal link 

we1'e 2 s for both of the alternatives. The reinforcer 

access period fo1' thc uncertain alternative depended 

on a prescribed p}'obability of reinfOl'Cement. When 

the }'einfo1'cer access period was pl・esentedafter the 

delay pel'Iod， the same even ts as in the delay 

conditions occurred. 1n contrast， when the 

Figure 3. A schematic diagram of the reinforcer access period was not Pl・esented， the 

independent scheduling (free choice)small circle was colored green for3s.amu-eSPOIlses 
procedure used for the probability 
condition (see text in detail). to the circle produced no scheduled consequences (see 
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Figure 3). 

The experiment consisted of three conditions. that is. baselinc. delay. and probability 

conditions. 1n the baseline condition. reinforcer amount was 1 point and reinforcer delay 

was 2 s fo1' both alternatives. The baseline condition was presented once， but it was 

replicated if the pa1'ticipant was not indifferent between the two alternative5. Indifference 

was defined as choice pl'oportions ranging from .55 to .45. For the delay condition， three 

different pairs of reinforcer delays (2 s V5. 10 5， 2 s vs. 20 s， and 2 s vs. 40 s) were studied 

with cqual probabilities of 1.0. Fol' the probability condition. three different pai1's of 

reinforcm' probabilities (1.0 V5. .90. 1.0 vs. .80， and 1.0 vs. .65) were studied with equal 

delays of 2 s. For the delay and pl'obability conditions. each condition was pl'esented 

twice in successive two sessions and in a quasirandom sequence (as shown in Table 1). 

Based on the previous studies using the choice procedure similar to the present study (lto 

& NakamUl・a.1998; 1to et al.. 1997). it was thought that the amount of sessions in the 

present study ¥vas enough fo1' the participants' choice responses to be stable. 

The side to which the variable altel'native was assigned was fixed for cach participant 

and counterbalanced across the participants. Four or five sessions wcre conducted per 

day， and the experiment was conducted ove1' three days. 

RESULTS 

Table 1 shows the number of responses to both left and right circles. choice proportions， 

and the o1'der of conditions for each participant. Temporal and probabilistic discounting 

rates estimated floom the matching law incorporating the hyperbolic (Equations [7] and 

[9J) 01' the exponential (Equations [8] and [10J) function. and coefficients of dete1'mination 

(，.2) for each participant are also shown in Table 1. Data were based on the last session for 

each of the three conditions. Choice p1'oportions were obtained by dividing the number of 

initial-link responses to the more delayed 01' the uncertain alternative by the total number 

of initial-link responses. Choice proportions generally dec1'eased with increase in delay 01' 

dec1'ease in probability. 

Best-fitting functions derived from the matching law incorporating the hyperbolic and 

exponential function are examined (see Table 1). As for the temporal discounting， the 

coefficient of detcrmination ranged fl'om .35 to .99 for Equation (7). whel'eas it ranged 

from .16 to .94 for Equation (8). Although there wel'e substantial individual differences. 

median values of the coefficients of determination across the six participants were .74 and 
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Tablc 1. Scq¥lcncc uf CUll(liliolls. lIumbcr uf inilial-link rCSpul1SCS， II1CIIII choice prol'orlillll. nllmbcr (lf scssiuns， CSlill1l1lcd discOlllllillg mlCs (k IIl1d 11) 

hnscd olllhc matchillg Inw incorporalIng Ihc hYJlcrholic (lIyl'.) IIl1d cxponcntiul (ExJl.) limclIolIs. IIntl cocfficicnlsロfdelCrmillllliun (r 2) for cnch 

nrlicirmnl. 

Choicc 

IlIilial-link JlroJlo川011 T，Cll1110冊 Itlisco叫 lilll! Probabilislic discounlilll! 

Purtici- _Q.虫U笠止 I'robabililv n:SI1UII凶 for vuriablc 11Yll. I!XI1. Hyp. EXI1. 
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The discounting rate (k) ranged from 0.028 to _80 for Equations (7) and (8)， l'espectively. 

10.0 (Mdn = 0.061) for Equation (7)， and it ranged from 0.021 to 0.190 (Mdn = 0.035) for 

Equation (8)， respectively. 

As fo1' the pl'obabilistic discounting， the coefficient of detel'mination ranged from .43 to 

fvledian values _94 fOl' Equation (9)， whereas it 1・angedfrom .41 to .96 for Equation (10). 
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The across the six participants were .79 and .73 for Equations (9) and (10). respectively. 

discounting 1'ate (11) ranged fl'om 1.358 to 13.29 (iHdn = 2.977) for Equation (9). and it 

ranged from 1.027 to 6.467 (Mdn = 1.836) for Equation (10). respectively. 

Figure 4 shows the median choice p1'opo1'tions fo1' the more delayed (the left panel) 01' 

The best-fitting functions derived from the the uncertain (the right panel) alternative. 

matching law incorporating the discounting functions a1'e l'epl'esented by solid (the 

For the hyperbolic function) and dotted (the exponenLial function) curves. respectively. 

temporal discounting. coefficients of determination wel'e .96 and .93 for Equations (7) and 

For the probabilistic discounting. coefficients of determination were .82 (8). respectively. 

and .79 fo1' Equations (9) and (10). respectively. These results revealed that temporal and 

probabilistic discounting processes were somewhat better described by the matching law 

However. the with the hyperbolic functions than that with the exponential functions. 

paired t test revealed that there were no significant differences in the coefficient of 

determination between the matching law incol'porating the hyperbolic and exponential 

functions. t (5) :::: 0.78. p > .05 fo1' the temporal discounting and t (5) = 0.70. p > .05 for the 

probabilistic discounting. respecti vely. 
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hyperbolic and exponential functions. kll and ke are temporal discounting rate 
paramctcrs estimatcd by Equation (7) and (8)， and "" and h"・areprobabilistic 
discounting rate parameters estimated by Equation (9) and (10)， respectively， 
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Figure 5 shows the correlation between the temporal and probabilistic discounting rates 

(k and h) within participants， based on the matching law incorporating the hyperbolic and 

exponential functions. As shown in Figure 5. the probabilistic discounting rate increases 

A linear regression was applied to the log-
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This procedure yielded the correlation coefficients and the equations transformed data. 

fo1' the best-fitting straight lines. r = 0.87 (r = 0.36 x + 0.80) for the hyperbolic discounting 

The1'e were rate and r = 0.88 (y = 0.74 x + 1.31) fOl・theexponential discounting rate. 

significant positive cOITelations between tempol'al and probabilistic discounting rates. t (4) 

= 3.32. pく .05for the hypel'bo!ic function and I (4) = 3.77. p < .05 fol' the exponential 

Thus. participants who sho¥¥'ed larger discounting rates fOl・function， 1'espectively. 

delayed reinforcers also showed lal'ger discounting rates fo1' probabilistic reinforcers. 

The mean number of consummatory responses to the small red circle per reinforcement 

did not differ substantially between the two alternatives for a11 conditions: Mean number 

of consummatory responses across a11 conditions was 20.6 fo1' the left alternative and 19.9 

for the right alternative. respectively. Ylean ratios of obtained points between the two 

alternatives， a¥'eraged over all participants and across conditions. were .99 for the delay 

Thus， the ratios of obtained points condition， and .99 for the probability condition. 

between the two alternatives were close to the programmed ratio of 1.0. 

DISCUSSION 

The present study examined human temporal and probabilistic discounting in choice 

situations where participants chose between less and more delayed reinforcers and chose 

betwecn certain and uncertain reinforcers repeatedly under concurrent-chains schedules. 
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Based on these choice procedures. the present study demonstrated that the discounting of 

delayed and probabilistic reinforcers could be examined by using choice proportions as a 

dependent variable and by applying the matching law incorporating the hyperbolic 

function and that incorporating the exponential function. 

The results from group medians (Figure 4) indicate that. for delays and probabilities 

used in the present study. temporal and probabilistic discounting were well described by 

both hyperbolic and exponential functions incorporated into the matching law. although 

there were only four data points. These results are in part inconsistent with the results 

of previous studies using hypothetical re¥vards (l¥!Iyerson & G1'een. 1995: Rachlin et a1.. 

1991). hypothetical rewards with one real reward (Kirby & l¥tIarakovie. 1996: Richards et 

a1.. 1999). and 1'eal rewards (Rodriguez & Logue. 1988. Experiments 2 and 3). 

Seve1'al factors seem to be responsible fo1' the difference in results between the p1'esent 

study and p1'evious studies on temporal and probabilistic discounting. Fi1'st. ranges of 

delays and probabilities used in the present study (i.e.. delays ranging from 2s to 40 s and 

p1'obabilities ranging from 1.0 to .65) were narrower than that used in previous studies. 

For example. ranges of delays used in previous studies were. from 1 month to 50 years 

(Rachlin. et a1.. 1991)， fl唱om3 to 29 days (Kirby & rvlarakovie. 1995). and from 0 to 365 

days (Richards et a1.. 1999). And ranges of probabilities used in previous studies were. 

from 0.95 to 0.05 (Green et a1.， 1999: Rachlin et a1.. 1991) and f1'om 1.0 to 0.25 (Richarせset 

a1.， 1999). As shown in Figure 1. at brief delays and at high probabilities (low odds 

against). the two theoretical curves de1'ived f1'om the matching law incorporating the 

hypel'bolic and exponential functions are close. whereas they differentiate at long delays 

and at low probabilities (high odds against). Acco1'dingly， the narrow range of delays and 

probabilities used in the present study may account fo1' the reason that there was little 

difference in the coefficients of determination between the matching law incorpo1'ating 

the hyperbolic and exponential functions. 

Other possible reasons that can be responsible for the difference in results between the 

present and previous studies are， difference in choice procedure used (concurrent-chains 

schedules under which participants learn delay， probability， and amount of reinforcers vs. 

disc1'ete-choice procedul'es in which rewards are presented as verbal stimuli). the 

dependent variable (choice proportion vs. indifference point)， type of reward (points 

exchangeable for money vs. hypothetical monetary rewards 01' that with one real 1'eward). 

1n any case. we can say that the present results are consistent with previous studies in 

that the hyperbolic function fits the data well. 
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For the temporal discounting， pl'esent results can be compared with results from 

previous studies measul'ing humans' choice between equal amounts of l'einforcer with 

different delays under concurrent-chains schedules (Ito & Nakamura， 1998: Logue et a1.， 

1986). In Expel'Iment 3 in Logue et a1. (1986) and in Experiment 1 in Ito & Nakamura 

(1998). pal'ticipants ¥vere exposed to a concul'l'cnt-chains schedule in which two 

independent V1 30 s schedules were al'ranged for the initial links and FT schedules were 

al'ranged fol' the terminal links. Consummatory responses were needed for the 

participants to receive points exchangeable for money after the session. In Logue et a1. 

(1986). FT values were varied across conditions: 6 s vs. 6 s， 10 s vs. 2 s， 1 s vs. 11 s. 2 s vs. 

10 s. 11 s vs. 1 s. ln lto & Nakamul'a (1998)， the FT value was fixed at 5 s in the one 

alternative and it was ¥'a!'ied in the other alternative across conditions (i.e.. 5 s， 25 s， 50 s. 

and 100 s). The matching law incorporating the hypel'bolic function (Equation [7J) and 

that incorporating the exponential f'unction (Equation [8]) were fitted to the choice 

pl'oportion l'epol.ted in Logue et a1. (1986) and lto & Nakamu1'a (1998). and estimated 

temporal discoun ting 1'ate8. 

As a result. temporal discounting I'ates estimated by fitting Equation (7) to each 

pal.ticipant's choice propo1'tion data wel'e. 0.069， 0.097， 0.142， and 1.626 (Mdn = 0.120) for 

Logue et a1.'8 (1986) data. and. 0.006. 0.008. 0.047， 0.085. and 0.110 (:¥4dn = 0.047) for lto & 

!¥akamura' s (1998) data. respectively (An outliel' obtained from S82 in Ito & Nakamura， 

indicating the discounting rate more than 100.000. was omitted). Except for the outlier， 

these values are comparable with tempo1'al discounting rates obtained from the present 

stucly. Discounting rates obtained f1'om Logue et al' s (1986) data seem to be somewhat 

higher than that obtained from Ito & Nakamura (1998) and present study. It might be 

the reason that. in Logue et a1. (1986). timeout periods were not used to equate 

l'einforcement rates betwecn alternatives: the1刃fOl'e.participants tended to show greater 

pl'eference fo1' the less delayed reinforce1'. resulting in the higher discounting rates. 

The present study found a positive correlation between temporal and probabilistic 

discounting rates. This l'csult is consistent wilh that in thc previous studies using 

hypothetical rcwa1'ds with one I'eal reward (lvlitchcll. 1999: Reynolds et a1.， 2003: Richards 

et a1.. 1999). Although there are procedural differences between the present and previous 

sludies. this fact suggests that the temporal and probabilistic discounting are 

fundamentally same proccss (Green & lVlyerson. 1996: Rachlin et a1.. 1986. 1991). For 

cxample. Rachlin et a1. (1991) proposed that， in a repeated-gambles situation. probability 

of wins can be viewed as the expected waiting time until a win: the1'efol'e. probabilistic 
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rewards are discounted in the same way as delayed rewards. Similarly. Green & Myerson 

(1996) suggested that delay can be viewed as the expected odds against because delayed 

rewards can be judged to be uncertain; therefore. delayed rewards are discounted in the 

same way as probabilistic rewards. 1n any case. it seems that delayed and probabilistic 

rewards affect behavior in similar ways. 

Green et al. (1999) found that temporal and probabilistic discounting rate varied in 

opposite directions as a function of reward amount. This result contradicts the notion 

that temporal and probabilistic discounting are the same process， because any factor 

having effects on the temporal discounting must have the same effects on the probabilistic 

discounting if they are the same pI‘ocess. However. the opposite effect of reward amount 

on the temporal and probabilistic discounting has been reported in studies using 

hypothetical rewards presented as verbal stimuli and using indifference points as a 

dependent variable (Green et al.. 1999). Therefore. additional studies are needed to 

examine the effect of amount of delayed and probabilistic rewards using repeated-choice 

situations as used in the present study. 

APPENDIX A 

For temporal discounting. based on the hyperbolic function (Equation [1])， taking 

Equation (1) at the right hand of Equation (5) yields: 

A，¥f 

B" V.. 1 +kD 
(Al) 

B ，，+ B， Vu+ V， AM AL 一一一一一
l+kDu l+kDL 

where AJ1 and AI. are the reinforcer amounts to the more and less delayed reinforcers. and 

D.¥f and DI. are the delays to the more and less delayed reinforcers. respectively. Assuming 

that A.¥I == .41. and that Dt. = 2 s as used in the present study， rearranging Equation (Al) 

results in Equation (7). 

On the other hand， based on the exponential function (Equation [2])， taking Equation (2) 

at the right hand of Equation (5) yields: 
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BM - JI_!L__ _ A.¥Ie-
kDM 

B;¥(+BJ・ V:¥I+Vl. A品F-KDM+ALe-KDι ・
(A2) 

Assuming that AM = AI. and that DI. = 2 s as used in the present stlldy， rearranging 

Equation (A2) results in Equation (8). 

APPENDIXB 

Fol' probabilistic discollnting， based on the hyperbolic function (Equation [3])， taking 

Equation (3) at the right hand of Equation (6) yields: 

d u 

B" 九一 1+11θU ι -

B.. + B~. v.. + Vr A一 色 Ar
C 一一ーとーーム一一ーム一一

l+h0u l+hθc 

(Bl) 

where Au and Ac are the reinforcel' amounts to the uncertain and certain reinforcel's. 

and θlJ and θ(_' are the odds against receipt of the uncertain and cer'tain reinforcers， 

respectively. Assuming that At: = Ac and thatθc = 0 (i.e・，p = 1.0) as used in the present 

study. rearranging Eqllation (B1) results in Equation (9). 

On the othel' hand. based on the exponential function (Equation [4])， taking Equation (4) 

at the right hand of Equation (6) yields: 

Bu 九 A..e-叫 f

--u ω ・ (B2)
Bu +Bc 九+Vc Aιi細!J+ Ace-

Assuming that Au = Ac and thalθc = 0 as used in the present study. real'l'anging Equation 

(B2) results in Eqllation (0). 
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【2009~ド 9 月 10 1:1受付、 10月 29 日受理】

選択場而における選択率から導出されたヒトの

遅延割引と確率割引

佐伯大輔 伊藤正人

実験参加1'i'に選択肢を知数IfJl経験させることにより遅延.時間と確率を学習lさせる場iflIを用いた遅延割引

や臨率割引の研究は、これまで余りなされてこなかった。本研究では、~þ.立述鎖スケジュールをJHl、て、

成人 6 名の巡延'，lpJ引と般市 ~lm';1 を測定した。選択則には変量111l1J隔スケジュールが配irt され、結果受容朋で

は、得点呈ボに|則する遅延時IIIJや飾帯が操作された。また、結果受容JUJでは、実験後に換金可能な得点を

般向するために完了反応が必要とされた。各参加者は、 4条件の遅延条件(2秒対 2秒から 2秒対40秒)

と4条件の舵中条件(1.0対1.0から1.0対.65)を経験した。その結果、.i!足延悌j引と路中割引は、双曲線開数

や指数関数を組み込んだ対応法則によりうまく J己主fiできた。さらに、巡延制引率と航r~ii明j引率の問には、

{j立な正の制聞が見られた2 この結果は、遅延訓引と確率古IJI;Iが同械の過料であることを示唆するc

キーワード:選択、巡延~~IJ'J ，と確率'，Im';，、・，It¥.{.辿鎖スケジュール、スクリーンへのタッチ反応、ヒト
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